THE 15TH ANNUAL STUDENT & TEACHER ROUNDTABLES

Sunday, October 1st
Shrewsbury: 11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
Join the roundtables for an eclectic mix of arts activities and lesson sharing hosted by AENJ's Student Chapter. Drop in for a fresh new set of ideas or a new spin on old ones!

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: HERVÉ TULLET, AUTHOR - ILLUSTRATOR

Sunday, October 1st
Atlantic 1-2: 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Hervé Tullet will discuss his creative world, from books to exhibitions, including his unique workshops. All of them propose interactive experience of call and response. He will present from his children's books and everyone will participate in a small activity which will take place during the Keynote.

BOOK SIGNING WITH HERVÉ TULLET

Sunday, October 1st
Atlantic 1 Foyer: 3:00 - 4:00 PM
Hervé Tullet is the author of more than 50 children’s books, including the NYTimes Bestsellers Press Here, Mix it Up and Let's Play. Press Here has been translated into twenty-seven languages. His latest book Say Zooop arrived on bookstands August 1, 2017. In Art Workshops for Children, Tullet has created his first book geared specifically for adults. Come meet Hervé Tullet and have your book signed personally. Purchase your book at our Merchandise Booth.

ALUMNI RECEPTION: NEW JERSEY CITY UNIVERSITY

Sunday, October 1st
Ocean 2 Mezzanine Level: 5:00 PM
Drop in to socialize with former classmates and faculty!

PRESIDENT’S PARTY AND AWARDS CEREMONY

Sunday, October 1st
Seabright North and South: 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Join the Executive Board in a celebration of the 2017 Award Winners! Come socialize with friends; all are welcome! Please RSVP under ticketed workshops. (No fee)

CREATIVE MARKETPLACE

Monday, October 2nd
Hallway Promenade: 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
A mix of local artisans join us for one day to exhibit and sell their wares. Shop local - the holidays are just around the corner!

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: JEAN SHIN, ARTIST AND EDUCATOR

Monday, October 2nd
Atlantic 1 - 2: 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Jean Shin is recognized for her conceptually rich, site specific installations that transform everyday objects into elegant expressions of identity and community engagement. In her presentation, she will reveal the behind the scene process of creating her public projects and discuss how she engages various communities to participate and collaborate in the creative process.

SPECIAL GUEST ARTIST: KRISTY BRYCE, PRIVATE ART ADVISOR AND AUTHOR

Monday, October 2nd
Atlantic 2: 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Kristy Bryce will offer an historical example of artists "looking beyond" by examining the ways Impressionist and Post-Impressionist such as Manet, Monet, Degas, Cassatt, and Van Gogh responded to Japanese Art.

SPECIAL GUEST ARTIST: HERVÉ TULLET

Monday, October 2nd
Atlantic 1: 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
Join in the painting game to experiment different ways to represent ideas and feelings. Hervé will take you on a journey through his illustrations. With a huge roll of paper stretching across the space, this is a chance for you to collaborate and experiment with colour, shape and paint.

MUSEUM FAIR

Monday, October 2nd
Prefunction Foyer: 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Drop by for a chat with museum educators and community arts organization. Explore the many teaching resources and opportunities they can bring to you and your students!

"BEYOND LOOKING"...A SOCIAL GATHERING

Come on by to support the arts, mingle with fellow art educators, view member creations, enjoy free Hors d’oeuvres and make some personal or early holiday purchases. ***Cash bar will be available.***
Monday, October 2nd
Prefunction Foyer:
Social Gathering: 4:00 PM-5:00 PM
Members Pop Up Art Show: 4:00 pm - 6:00 PM

Storyfaces - Face Painting with Christopher Agostino: 4:00 PM - 6:00 PM
“I am a painter and a storyteller, and this is how I tell my stories.”

BEYOND LOOKING-tini Glass Decorating: 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Carrie Russoniello and Charlotte Banks. Personalize a glass at the BEYOND LOOKING-tini table.
Glasses are available on a first-come first-serve basis. Supplies provided. Find out what your BEYOND LOOKING-tini glass can do for you!

SPECIAL GUEST ARTIST: CORRINE MAY BOTZ, PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIST, WRITER, FILMMAKER AND EDUCATOR

Tuesday, October 3rd
Atlantic 2: 8:30 AM - 9:30 AM
How do we look beyond and become better observers? Corrine May Botz will discuss why it is important to edit, evaluate, and closely discuss photographs...to integrate writing into the photographic process. To quote photographer Dorothea Lange, "The camera is an instrument that teaches people how to see without a camera."
Photography helps us to see beneath the surface; it can be used as an analytical tool, as a vehicle to connect with people, and a medium through which to question representation. Looking at photographs we often observe details or elements of a scene that we were not aware of when the image was taken.

BOOK SIGNING WITH CORRINE MAY BOTZ, PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIST, WRITER, FILMMAKER AND EDUCATOR

Tuesday, October 3rd
Atlantic 1 Foyer: 9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: LILY YEH, ARTIST

Tuesday, October 3rd
Atlantic 2: 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Lily Yeh’s slide presentation shows the power of art in healing and community transformation. It includes her projects in inner city North Philadelphia, the creating of the Village of Arts and Humanities; on the outskirts of Beijing, China, the transformation of the Dandelion Middle School; in Rwanda, the building of the Rugerero Genocide Memorial.